
CITY COMMISSION

CITY OF TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES, NEW MEXICO

Thursday, May 24, 2007

SPECIAL MEETING

Budget Hearing Minutes
Tape 4

TIME & PLACE:     The Mayor and the City Commission of the City of Truth or
Consequences in the County of Sierra and State of New Mexico,
met in Special Session in full conformity with the law and
ordinances of said Commission in the Commission Chambers of

said City, on Thursday, May 24, 2007 at 3: 00 P.M. to conduct a
Budget Workshop to consider the following:

Discussion/Approval—Review Preliminary Budget for FY 07/08.

PRESIDING The meeting was called to order by Mayor Montgomery who
OFFICER:       presided and Mary B. Penner, City Clerk acted as Secretary of the

meeting.

ATTENDANCE:      Upon calling the roll the following Commissioners were reported
present:

Hon. Lori S. Montgomery, Mayor
Hon. Jerry D. Stagner, Mayor Pro- tem
Hon Jimmy L. Rainey, Commissioner
Hon. Evelyn B. Renfro, Commissioner

Hon. Freddie J. Torres, Commissioner

Also present:

Jaime R. Aguilera, City Manager
Helen Belis, Finance Officer

Mary B. Penner, City Clerk

QUORUM:      There being a quorum present the Commission proceeded with the
business at hand.

Mayor Montgomery stated she was going to turn this over to the
City Manager, and they would get started.

Library—Page 22

Mr. Aguilera stated there were no major changes.  He stated that

last year they took a full-time position and split it into two part-time
positions and that seemed to cause a problem so they returned it to
a full-time position for this budget.

Discussion ensued

Library Grants —Page 61

Mayor Montgomery stated the biggest increase is the State Library
Grant,  which went from thirty four hundred to twenty one
thousand.

Discussion ensued.

This section of the minutes are verbatim transcripts for the

Preliminary Budget 2007- 2008.
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The following are abbreviations:

JA— Jaime Aguilera, City Manager
LM—Lori Montgomery, Mayor
JS —Jerry Stagner, Mayor Pro- ter
ER—Evelyn Renfro, Commissioner

JR—Jimmy Rainey, Commissioner
FT—Freddie Torres, Commissioner

HB —Helen Belis, Finance Officer

MP— Mary Penner, City Clerk
LB —Linda Bauer

DA—Don Armijo

Airport— Pages 48 & 49

ER— Have the rentals gone down from fiscal year ending 2006.

HB —Yes.

ER— Mary do you have any idea... is it hangar rental or...

MP — I think we have... after we checked the last time, I think we

have like five vacant hangars.

ER— So they' re using the new ones that they pay the person for.

MP— They' re going to Augie... yeah they' re moving over there.

ER— Uh huh.

LM - $800.00

ER— And I noticed our... cause I noticed our transfers really going
up... we used to transfer thirty, it went up to forty two and this year
we' re ending with eighty thousand and for next year ninety
thousand. That' s a whole lot of...

HB — Part of it is when he orders fuel, he doesn' t sell it till actually
the next fiscal year.

ER — That' s always been the case though.   I mean that' s you

know...

HB — Yeah, and part of it too is the... when he does sell the fuel,

both jet fuel, aviation fuel, and the MO gas, they' re on credit cards
so they' re not actually physical case that we' re getting in,  it' s
money that' s staying in the credit card processing account and he
uses that to repurchase more fuel.   So when Joanne the previous

Finance Director...  what she would do when they would start
running low, she would tell him... ask them to deposit some of that

money in the bank account.  And then when he' d have to order fuel
then they would take it out.  They' d have a negative balance in their
account till they kept selling, selling, and making it up.

FT — I don' t think that' s... use some of our money, I think we need
to get paid for that credit card.  I use credit cards and they deposit
in our account like every two or three days and I think that' s what
they need to do is deposit it into an account.   Because we don' t

know what' s out there.

LM — Well it' s either one way or the other, I mean you either...
you either leave everything in the credit card account and use that
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for your purchases, but you don' t put anything in another account
for purchases, you shouldn' t do both and that sounds like that' s
what' s happening.

JA— Uh huh.

LM — So it' s either got to be way or the other.  I mean it' s okay if
they want a...  if they want a use that as a rotating account to
purchase, but don' t be taking money out of the general side to put it
in there to fuel purchase.

FT — Well that' s what I mean... then we know where we' re at...
they' ve got a special account for these credit cards.

HB —They send me a statement every week on...

FT— So you have...

HB —Yes, yes...

FT— Oh okay.

HB — And I make sure that all the credit cards did go through, all

the purchases did go through and they did pay it, and then they take
out a fee from certain types of credit cards.

FT—You get that every week?

HB —Yes, I get that every week.

FT— I thought he was...

HB — No, he orders the fuel, but he brings me in also what he
ordered and when it should be paying... paying out.

FT—And you keep track of it?

HB —Yes, I keep track of that too.

ER—What' s the McAfee Agreement?

JA — That' the... that' s the... I forget his first name.  Mr. McAfee
who bought... or leased a hangar site from the city and he gave us
his lease amount up front.  The lease amount that was going to be
for twenty years, he gave it to us up front, it was fifteen thousand
dollars with the proviso that we use that for improvements to the
airport, so that' s... we call it the McAfee Agreement because we

keep it in a separate account and it' s being used in the airport for
buying benches.

LM—Remember that one Evelyn when it came through?

ER— Yeah.

LM—Okay.

JA — Also I had Dan do a survey of other airports in the area and
their fuel cost and we are below most other airports, and so I' ve ask
him to bring to the Commission a fuel increase.

LM—Okay. Questions on Page 48 or 49?
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JS — Has the airport ever broken even?

JA—No.

ER — No, but the transfer had... would manage to get it down, you

know to like to where I said for the longest time all we were

transferring was like thirty thousand, and that' s what caught my eye
was that it had gone up so much you know, but.

HB — Yeah plus now he has a full-time and a part- time where

before he only had one full-timer.

ER— Is there that much business out there?

HB — There is some days, and some days he can go like three days
with zero sales.

ER— Exactly, and that' s what, I mean we had always managed with
just a full-time and a part-time out there.

HB —Yeah, now he' s... it' s two full-timers and a part-timer.

JA— And the part- timer being paid really by reducing his overtime.
Because he was putting in a lot of overtime.

ER — Well you still have ten thousand budgeted for next year,

which is what would have been spent supposedly now at the end of
June this year, and then you still have another ten thousand for next
year.  I mean that' s not being reduced any.

JA — Well we hope it will be reduced by... he hasn' t had his part-

timer there all the time.   He' ll hire a part-timer and then they' ll
leave, and he' ll hire another one, and then they' ll leave.   I don' t

know how many he' s had, Linda do you recall?

LB — In the last two years he' s gone through several employees,

they' d work three for four months, and then leave.   Because one

employee works Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday and they
get tired of always- working weekends and they get frustrated so
they' ll leave.  Actually these last two we had hired on have actually
stayed.  One has been here eight months and the other one has been
here five months, full-time that works the weekends, yes, has been
here the eight months.  And then the part-timer is really working
out and has been here about five months.  It should start showing

his over-time coming down.

LM — Yes, it would have to come down substantially in the amount
that it would cover the part-time plus all the bennies.

ER— Exactly.

LB — Well the part- time is only... less than twenty hours so he
doesn' t get bennies.

LM—Okay.

LB —Okay, he doesn' t get any of the bennies.

LM—What is the part-time person?

HB — Right now, their overtime is at seven thousand three hundred

twenty one.
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LM — So their salaries for the next years going to be nine thousand
seven dollars, so you say... you' re... it' s going to wipe out the ten
thousand dollar overtime?

JA — It won' t completely wipe it out, no.  There' s still over-time

when the airplanes come in in the middle of the night or on the

weekend and there' s somebody that' s not there, and they need to
get fuel.

LB —Last year with all the fires, they were in and out of there a lot
with the Forest Service and stuff. It should be going down.

LM — It' s not going to come down substantially to cover the part-
time position, because you' re gonna... if you' re gonna pay nine
thousand dollars, cause that includes PERA, nine thousand dollars
for the part-time employee and you' re still gonna have ten thousand
dollars in over-time.

ER— Yeah, it' s not coming down, it doesn' t make any sense at all.

LM—It doesn' t wash at all, am I reading that right?

JA — Well as Helen told you the actual part-time... or the actual

over-time is at seven thousand, not ten thousand even though that' s
what was budgeted.

ER— Well then why don' t we reduce the ten thousand?

JA— We can reduce that, I' m sure that it will be reduced at least to

that and probably more if these people stay on board for the entire
year.

LM — Well, and if they don' t then you' re going to wash the part-
time position in your vacancy savings in your part-time position.

JA— Right.

LM —Yeah, so seven grand instead of ten?

ER —Yes.

LM—Any others on that page?

Airport Grants —Page 69

Mr.  Aguilera stated that even though the Airport isn' t self

sustaining there are thousands of dollars in grants every year.  He

stated it was at least two hundred thousand dollars every year if not
more.

ER — Yeah, they' re always real good about that so at least that
helps keep it up.

LM—Questions on the grants?

ER— Nope, not from me.

Utility Office— Pages 36 & 37

Discussion ensued on the different line items within the Utility
budget.
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Electric Department— Pages 38 & 39

Discussion ensued on the different line items within the Electric

Department.

Electric Construction— Page 51

This section of the minutes are verbatim transcripts for the

Preliminary Budget 2007-2008.

LM—Questions, anything out of the ordinary on that one?

JA — No this is the loan that I was talking about that still has not
been closed out.

LM — So this is the one that you expect that here might be money
left over that you would use for the bucket truck.

JA—That' s right.

LM—Okay. Questions from anybody on that one?

All Commissioners indicated no.

Reserves —Page 75

No discussion.

Water Department— Page 40

Discussion ensued on the different line items within the Water

Department.

Page 41

Discussion ensued on the gas, oil, diesel, maintenance of grounds

and roadways.

R & R Water—Page 70

This section of the minutes are verbatim transcripts for the

Preliminary Budget 2007- 2008.

ER— Are we planning on drilling a test well?

JA—Yes, I don' t know where, but yes.

ER— No, well because that...

JA — I' m hoping to drill... actually I' m hoping to drill up in the
Cuchillo Creek area, or the Airport area.

JR— Jaime had you thought about checking across from Steve Bell
where we found that well.

JA—Where?

JR — Steve Bell' s development out there on the old highway.  At

that last meeting with Desert Aire the talked about the good well
the had just drilled.
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JA — Oh yes I remember you talking... across from the Desert Aire

project.

JR —Right.

ER— Seems to me that' s very important.

JA —That might be another good one.  But I really would like to go
as far north as possible up near the airport or the Cuchillo Creek
area because that' s... in order to allow the water to gravity flow
down this way and then connect to our current system.

FT — They' ve got a good well in Cuchillo Creek right above the
dam.

JA—That' s the one I want to drill and find out what the water flow
is.  I' ve been told that there' s two aquifers there.  There' s one that' s
above the limestone and then there' s another aquifer below the
limestone.  And the one that is flowing now, or the one where that
well is is above the limestone,  and the people in Cuchillo, up
Cuchillo Creek are going to scream and yell because we' re going to
take their water, that' s the water they use.  So I want to drill below
the limestone and see what' s... see what' s down there.

FT — That water' s... not any good it' s kinda like the one in the old
Cuchillo... the more... water but above in Cuchillo that waters
not... you can' t drink it in Cuchillo even though down below at the

Cuchillo Creek next to the river it' s not any good either.

ER — Then you have to make sure that we' re going to have the
proper water rights or whatever, because there is a difference too
between the two, and... but to me it' s very important because I see
where you' re negotiating saying we' re gonna furnish Desert Aire

water and I' m thinking we' ve been saying everybody has to
conserve within town,  were talking about major developments
coming in and I' m thinking and here we' re taking water way out
side the city but yet we' re not trying to find additional water so
how are we even going to supply all the new developments that are
coming in.  So to me I think before we go just taking water outside
the city limits even we need to make sure that we' re trying to find
water so that we make sure we have enough water.  Because I mean
to me it would be sad to extend our water line... or have them

extend water lines and then we' re furnishing water way up to
Desert Aire and then you have a major development go here in

town and you can' t do anything. We don' t have the water for them,
I mean that' s not... and we have other subdivisions that have been
approved within town too.

JS — What did that engineering study say about water?

JA — We have plenty of water rights, what we don' t have is we
don' t have water so that' s why...

ER— Well...

JA—There was a bunch of testing...

ER— Successful...

JA— That all turned out to be bad or dry so that' s why I want to go
up anyway.  The towns going to grow in that direction anyway so
we need to find water out there.
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FI'—Desert Aire Estates, they used to have good water.

JR — Actually they didn' t Freddie, they always had a problem.
From the time they developed Desert Aire and incorporated the
water well at that time they had a problem with fluoride and over
the years it' s just got a little bit worse and now they' re at the point
where they' re gonna...

ER — Well I know they went before us here a year, two years ago
wanting us to buy their system, but it wasn' t any good at the time
and I know we all said no, you know, but now from the memos I

noticed that they' re going after grants or whatever and you' re

saying you' re going to furnish them the water.

JA — Yeah and let me tell you, the idea is that if we can put a

pipeline from here,  actually from the Cuchillo Creek which is
where it ends now, if we can take a pipeline from Cuchillo Creek

up to Desert Aire, that gets up halfway to the airport, and that' s my
real goal.

ER — Are those people up there... if you do furnish them water,

they going to have to pay any kind of impact fees or anything else
like they' re going to be charging our residence within the city?

LM—I would say yes.

JS — Oh yeah, yeah, I would say yes.

LM—That' s a major...

ER— That' s a major thing.

LM—That' s a major cost.

ER — And so to me it' s like, I don' t see where it would be fair to

just...

LM—Nope.

ER — No I don' t say the city should be paying any part of running
the lines out there, but if the commitment has already been made by
him to furnish them water.

JA— We' re not going to pay for any infrastructure.

LM—Right, if they get the grants and stuff right, to install the lines.

JA— Right.

ER — But to me it' s still the fact that they should be paying
something like... there are people in town are going to have to pay.
You have somebody that' s going to develop they' re having to pay
out impact fees or water rights or whatever.

JA—The impact fee will probably be half of what it is now because
they' re not hooking up to sewer, they' re only hooking up to water,
so it would be half.

LM—Okay.

ER— That' s fine as long as they pay something.
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JS — That' s right.

JA— And they' ve been told that they understand that.

ER— We need to get on that test drilling.

HB — We need to change a few of the figures, because I' ve done

two pay requests on some of these grants, so they' re not... the

actually aren' t those anymore.

LM—So on Page 70 or 71.

HB —70.

LM—Okay which ones do we need to change?

HB — That would be the line item 85393 should be four hundred

and twelve thousand six hundred thirty nine.

LM—Four twelve six thirty nine, okay.

HB — 85398 has been zeroed out.

LM—Okay zero, okay.

HB — 8503810 should be thirty-five seven nine nine.

LM—I' m sorry drilling test wells should be how much?

HB —Thirty five thousand seven hundred ninety nine.

LM—Seven ninety nine, okay.

HB —The next one 835 should be zero.

LM —Okay.

HB —The 840 should be three hundred ninety four nine two one.

LM—Okay. That' s it?

HB —That' s it.

LM—So are there questions on that page, anybody.

ER—No just that we get to drilling wells.

LM — Okay.

ER— Testing... test wells.

LM —Go for the drill.

ER— I mean I think that' s very important.

FT — Well if they were to find water, say like at Cuchillo Creek...
they' ve already got water at Cuchillo Creek would you have to
setup a tank or have they got...

JA — No we' d have to... we' d have to setup a tank and that we
probably would get some help from the State and the County
because it will serve also Cuchillo Creek, the community.  So if it' s
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a two million tank they might make it a three million gallon tank.

FT— Did they get it annexed?

LM—I...

FT— Has it ever been annexed?

LM—I don' t think so.

JA— Oh you mean the land out there?

JT— Yeah the land to the airport, was that anything.

ER— There was a strip that was annexed.

JA—All the way up to the airport, but does not include that well.

LM—Does not include Cuchillo Creek, right?

JA—Does not include Cuchillo Creek.

Several Commissioners talking at the same time and I can' t
understand any one of them.

JR - ... from our city limits to the Gun Trap Club, however it' s a
strip.

LM—Yeah it is.

JR— It did not include Desert Aire, it did not include anything from
Desert Aire back to the freeway.

FT— Do we want to annex them?

ER— No not if they don' t want.

LM—Don' t look at me.

JR— Cuchillo Creek does not want to be annexed.

FT— Would it be of any benefit to the city to annex?

ER — And before we start annexing I' ll take you back to the Mims
Addition.  When the city wanted to annex the Mims Addition they
were protesting and everything else.  The city annexed Mims and
they said we can' t vote, and sewer, and whatever...  that won' t

we...  can furnish police protection and whatever within a few

years, but the other is way down the road.  And I' m sorry but what
has happened?  Mims Addition has gotten paving and everything
else before some of the streets that have been in the city for years
and years and years.  Because they started... they got active, they
stayed on top of the city and then... I mean they got sewer, they
got... their getting their Riverside Drive repaved and whatever so
anytime you go to annex it' s more than just annexing you have to
figure you' re going to be able to provide them the services that they
want, they' re going to want fire, sanitation, police, water, sewer.

FT — I was on the commission when that happened, they didn' t
have any sewer at that time and water, so we finally got them
water.  Are they all paying...? I' ve always wondered, there' s Mims

I, Mims II, Mims III, that' s Mims II right in front of the Pine Knot
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there, are all those people on the... paying the sewer like they' re
supposed to be?

ER  —  If they' re hooked up,  but the city doesn' t enforce the
ordinance that says that they must hook up, I don' t think the city
enforces that.

FT — I think there' s a lot of people out there that' s not paying.  The

ordinance says if sewer lines are available you have to pay... you

don' t have to hook up, but you do have to pay because the line is
there you' ve got to pay for it, and I don' t think everybody' s hooked
Up.

ER — If they' re within so many feet of a sewer service you' re
supposed to hook up to the sewer service.

FT — I know when I was on the commission all work completed
and I think I ask two or three times... everybody should be paying
whether they' re hooked up or not.

JA—Okay, I' ll check on that.

LM — Okay.  Okay it' s ten after ten, let' s take a ten minute break
cause we' re at the breaking spot.

Solid Waste— Page 42 & 43

Discussion ensued on the different line items within the Solid
Waste Department.

Environmental— Page 46

Discussion ensued.

Wastewater— Page 44 & 45

This section of the minutes are verbatim transcripts for the

Preliminary Budget 2007- 2008.

ER — On the twelve five Impact Fees, where have you collected
those or what?   Because didn' t we just pass the ordinance on
impact fees?

JA— This is a projection...

ER — Well but you show for fiscal year ending, now in June that
you will have taken in twelve five.

JA — That was last years projection, we have taken in some but it' s
not twelve five.

HB —Zero.

JA—Zero.

HB —On wastewater, zero.

JA—Okay.

FT— Wastewater, that' s that recycled water?
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ER— No that' s impact fees we passed the ordinance, we just passed

it or whatever.  j

JA—That was a projection from last year.

LM—Okay.  Page 45.

Discussion ensued.

Page 74

Mr.  Aguilera stated this is for electric,  wastewater,  and water,

where a percent is set aside into a reserve account and that is what

this is. He stated there was thirteen thousand dollars this year and it

was put it into a reserve account and that keeps building.

He stated this needs to be done with solid waste, because it' s a

great idea of building a reserve, but there is not one for solid waste.

He stated that next years budget should include a similar percent,

whether it' s a ten percent amount or whatever it is of their revenues

to start setting it aside.  One of these days the landfill will have to

be closed and there will be a need to have money for a closure plan
as a match to a grant, so next years budget will hopefully reflect
some kind of reserve that we start to build up.

Further discussion ensued.

DWI—Page 53 & 54.

No discussion.

Page 55, 56.

No discussion.

Page 57, 58 & 59.

Discussion ensued.

Capital Improvement— General Fund— Page 63.

No discussion.

Capital Improvement— Joint Utility—Page 64.

Discussion ensued.

Morgan Street Grant— Page 65.

Discussion ensued.

R & R Emergency— Page 67.

Discussion ensued.

CDBG—Page 71.

Discussion ensued.

LLEBG—Page 76.
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No discussion.

Capital Reserves— Page 72.

No discussion.

Emergency Repairs— Page 73

No discussion.

Lodgers Tax— Page 33.

Discussion and review of the information packet provided by the
Lodger' s Tax Advisory Board ensued.

Mr. Aguilera stated this is the City side of the Lodger' s Tax, the
money that the city gets and how it was split.

Further discussion ensued.

Mr. Aguilera stated there are two major differences; one is having
to do with the Golf Course.     Where it says Golf Course

Professional Services, $ 32,500 the Golf Course Board wants to

change the way the contract reads with the Golf Course

Professional.

He stated currently it states they get paid thirty thousand plus half
of the revenues,  which has been a little bit under sixty five
thousand a year.  What they want to do is make it a flat contract of
sixty five thousand a year without consideration of half of the
revenues.

Mr. Aguilera stated this takes away a little bit of the incentive of
bringing people into the golf course, and the other reason is that
they are raising their fees.  If the guy is getting half of the fees and
fees are going up then he was actually getting an increase.  So this

is now a set figure of thirty two five hundred with half coming out
of lodger' s tax, the other half coming out of the city general fund.

Mayor Montgomery stated then the city gets all of the revenues.

Discussion ensued.

Mr. Aguilera stated that it' s not just the fact that he' s a pro, but he

has to hire staff to cut the grass and keep it clean, which is still in
the contract.
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CITY COMMISSION

CITY OF TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES, NEW MEXICO

Thursday, May 24, 2007

SPECIAL MEETING

Budget Hearing Minutes
Tape 5

Lodgers Tax— Page 33 —Continued

Mr. Aguilera stated there is another recommendation coming out of
the Tourism Board and also SCEDO and that is that the city hires a
Tourism Director.  And it is split among the County, the other two
cities and the City of Truth or Consequences.

He stated that right now the proposal is that that person be a

contractor under SCEDO, because SCEDO is sort of, like their

Executive Director is.   SCEDO would be the contractor for that

person at a salary at somewhere around twenty five thousand and
then another five thousand or so for incidentals and expenses.  This

person would report to the Tourism Board and do their bidding for
encouraging tourism.

Mr. Aguilera stated that what he is proposing is that the City takes a
portion of that 11% and use that to pay the cities share as to that

salary, and the cities share is going to end up being around eight
thousand dollars.  The counties share will be about eight thousand

dollars, Elephant Butte has already allocated their share in their
budget,  and the only one that has not been heard about is
Williamsburg.

Discussion ensued.

Cemetery— Page 28.

Discussion ensued.

Golf Course— Page 47.

Imogene Stark stated the proposal that was submitted to the City
Manager was for an increase in the rates plus a one-dollar player

fee for each person who signs in each time to go into a separate

account that would work toward the expansion of the course, a

construction fee.

She stated that if the city would match what they were doing they
could set this up on a four-year plan that they could come up with
something that would work for the city for the golf course and not
be a burden to the golfers.

Discussion ensued.

Grants to Sub- Recipients— No page number

Discussion ensued.

Street Department— Page 17.
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This section of the minutes are verbatim transcripts for the

Preliminary Budget 2007-2008.

LM—Have these figures changed?

JA — We started with the Street Department last meeting and then
we went through part of the budget and then got into the CD and

then decided to just simply start all over again with the Street
Department at this meeting.

JA— So we can... their budget... operating budget is on page 17...

LM—Right.

JA— I don' t know if the Commission has any questions about that.

JS — Is that... do we move some... fourteen percent increase in the

full-time positions.

HB — No we had reduced it because they had a break in certain
areas... certain times of the year where they didn' t have any... it

was missing I think one or two people.

LM—So you show it as a savings...

HB —Right.

LM —Now those positions are filled?

HB —Right.

LM—So it goes back to what the normal is and then the increase.

DA — We didn' t have a sweeper operator for a while and then we

got one back, and so that kinda had a savings there. Then there was

reduction from the price of the operator that left, the wages he was

making to the wages that we hired a new person at.  So that would

probably explain some of the savings there.  Now we are back up to
a full...

LM — Now you' re back up to normal so the fourteen percent
includes the six percent increase and then actually filling those
positions for the rest of the year.

JS — Full crew there.

ER — So how many streets can you do for almost two hundred and
eight one thousand dollars Don?

JA— He' s put together a...

ER— Want list.

JA— Right, a project list, some work and some capital purchases.

DA — If you' ll look at this list and what' s here, I was talking with
Jaime about this and I had a truck originally put in there for the...
for the...

JA— Pothole crew.
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DA — Pothole crew, the truck we' ve got that we' re using now, we
burned up our forth transmission.   Got it back it blew up this
weekend.  At first I just asked for a new truck to replace it and we

me mentioned this pothole operator before and so this hundred and

ten thousand that you see in here for this truck is basically this
truck that you see here in the thing.  That' s one unit, it carries the

patching material on it so we' re not pulling trailers, we don' t have
all that extra weight, but everything tied into one truck here.  It' s

got the compactors, everything in it.  So it' s a little bit safer for the

guys to work on, every things right there to... and I think it' s even

got a place so that you can pull off the material that you pull up,
that you can go later and dump it.  So just everything works off of
that one truck right there.

FT— How many people does it take to operate this stuff?

DA — I believe you can do it with the two people that we' ve got

hired for the pothole crew.

ER — I had a call from somebody about Post Street, they said they
had knocked their car out of alignment, and wanted to know what

to do about it, and wondered if the city could do anything about that
street. Have you driven down Post anytime?

DA — Yes, Post Street is one of the streets that after they did that
ditch behind Monette Ford right there...

ER— They had a lot of equipment running up and down it.

DA — They ran the heavy equipment up and down that street and
they tore up that street pretty good.

ER —But I notice it' s not on your list here.

DA — No, when we did that list we just did it real quick and it' s

mostly the most traveled streets.    If you' ll notice there' s two

different columns.  The first column is estimated to do chip seal.
Where the road is really rough we' ll be doing a little bit of what we
call tight blading, we' ll spill out a thin layer of asphalt smooth it
out and then come in and do a double layer of chip seal on it.  That
is estimated with a contractor, the prices to do it that' s on State

purchase now so...

ER— Well to me chip seal works okay, I mean it...

DA — And that' s one of the things we were kinda looking to see
what we could do the most with, and to get as much coverage as we

can on the streets.

ER — Cause to me that' s what... you know and like I said it' s a

good fix, you know.

FT— It' s about ten years.

DA — You know what, you' re supposed to get about four to five

years out of it, but I have seen chip seal... depends if it' s in the

water... in a water place, you know where water sits on it and stuff

or if it' s not, I' ve seen chip seal last up to ten, twelve years where
we' ve done it, when I first started.  It' s still there, and still in place,

and doing good.  So it just depends on... I know there was some

bad things that was done with it before, but that was because they
tried to find cheaper ways to do it and they used the crusher fine

i
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underneath instead of using a base course, and then they didn' t seal
the bottom section before they started off on it so after a couple of
months it came apart and I think that put a bad taste in everybody' s
mouth.

Really that' s the cheapest thing we can do, you know we' ve got
some local... fund projects to hopefully... to use asphalt to start

doing this and maybe, you know in the future we' ll be able to hold
on to what we' ve got and make it last.

ER— And are you all still making sure and checking the water lines
and everything before you do any work on the street to make sure
that we don' t fix a street and then have to go back and have a water

leak and have it messed up.

DA —Yes, ma' am if you' ll notice down around Ivy Street they just
replaced all that line down there,  the water department' s gone

through and they... in fact they' re still working on part of it, but
they' re replacing the water line, all the services, everything like
that.  Basically that price there includes the patch the ditch, put in
everything, and then come in and chip seal the road so we can
maintain what all' s there to put it down, so it' ll all be like a new

road when we' re done.

LM—So how much is in that fund 260?

JA— It' s this amount that' s up here.

LM—Oh this is actually... that' s what' s actually in that.

DA — That' s the actual amount and then if you' ll see that the

estimates are around a couple of bucks shy of... you know...

ER — Our investment was two hundred and eighty one thousand
that CD, some extra?

HB — Yeah, the interest is still going to roll all the way through
December.

JA —The CD comes up in December is what she' s saying, so we' ll
cash it in in December, and that' s what we think we' ll have.

LM—Okay.

JR — Did we ever find out what that CD was actually put in place
for?

JA— I think Evelyn' s probably the one that' s been here the longest.

ER — It wouldn' t have been put in there when I was there, because

we used the money that was coming in from the street, cause we
had pledged a 1/ a percent gross receipts tax towards streets, and we

utilized that money throughout to keep the streets maintained, and
to pave some of the streets, and whatever.  So whoever put that in

there I have no idea.  It wasn' t during my time and you said it' s
been there for three and some years.

HB —Yes, but I' ve been there... it' s been there...

ER —Yeah, so why they were hording it I have no idea.

HB — .... Went all the way back to 2000.
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ER— Because to me... like I said that can be utilized... well like to

buy the pothole patcher, you know, paving the streets, sidewalks,
things like that, you know, so.   And the 1/ a percent that' ll keep
coming in, I mean that' s in a regular income, I mean you know you
keep getting that 1/ a percent so then I think that' s probably what a
hundred and twenty some thousand or...

HB  — The monthly interest is usually between seven to nine
hundred.

ER — No, I mean the 1/ a percent, what does it amount to, the gross

receipts tax, the 1/ 
percent that we get for streets.   Is it like a

hundred and twenty thousand a year?

HB — That' s what was projected we' re going to get.  Let me see...

find where we' re at on that right now.   We' re at seventy eight
thousand on the gross receipts.

LM—Well we' ll anticipate that' ll go up...

JA— And that' ll be effected by new revenue.

LM—Yeah.

HB —That' s why we lowered it for the next fiscal year.

ER— Yeah, okay.

LM—Okay that' s fine.

JR— I' d never heard of that CD until you brought it up.

ER — Well because I saw it in the budget.  I hadn' t, that' s why I
knew about it.

JR — I don' t remember seeing it in the budget in the past years, the
past eight years.

ER — I' d have to go back and look, I don' t remember, but like I

said, I know it...

JA— I know it was there last year and I just...

HB —Yeah.

JA —As a matter of fact we had... we had a problem with it last

year because the prior director had counted it as spendable revenue.

HB —Right.

JA — And so Helen is the one that brought it to my attention later
and said well wait a minute this is a CD, we shouldn' t be spending
this CD, why is it being counted as spendable revenue.

HB — That' s why we had to transfer more money into the street
department.

JA — So the street department ended up being in the hole after we
took that out, so we knew it was there, but I just thought it was

untouchable or something, so we just kept leaving it along.
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LM—Yeah, well I mean if you' ve got two hundred and eighty three
thousand dollars sitting n a CD and we know we need stuffs endg P
it you know instead of going...  dipping into general fund or
anything like that.

ER—Exactly.

LM — And it' ll get some roads done and you' ll get a piece of

equipment that you need, and you can use for years and years.

JS — When you get the machine, you start using it make sure the
press is there to take a really good picture.

LM — So does anybody have any questions for Don about the way
he wants, or he would like to spend this money?

JS — No, go for it, yeah go for it.

DA—Thank you, thank you for your time.

LM— So do we need to go over anything else on streets?

All Commissioners indicated no.

Other— Page 77.

No discussion.

This section of the minutes are verbatim transcripts for the

Preliminary Budget 2007-2008.

LM—Non-budgeted Reserve Requirements —Page 78.

HB —And I gave you the newer one.

LM—Yes you did.

ER — And we' re talking about a reserve for the landfill, we have a
CD in Solid Waste also for two hundred and eighty some thousand,
two hundred and eighty one thousand.

JA—Right.

ER— So...

JA—And I think that' s the one that we need to keep adding to.

ER— So, why can' t that be designated as a reserve for whatever we
need then, the landfill.

JA—Uh huh.

LM — Okay, so would you then put it on this sheet, on the reserve
sheet, transfer that over?

ER— Yeah, right.

JR — You know as a matter of fact, I remember that particular CD.

We were required to setup a fund for closure and this was six years
ago, seven years ago, somewhere...

ER— It' s been a long time, yeah.
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JR — And that' s when it started,  and that was for closing the
landfill.  Something like it had to get to a million two or something
like that.

ER— And that way if it' s listed there or whatever...

JR— It' ll be in the right section.

ER —Five years from now if none of us are around somebody isn' t
going to be sitting there wanting to spend it.

HB — I have it listed under... where all the CD' s are at, which

would be after the Grants to Sub- Recipients page.   DFA is no

longer... no longer wants the... the CD' s investments in the recap
sheets.

LM—Okay.

HB —I think probably because of that reason since it' s not actual...

LM—Mistaken...

HB —Yes.

LM —As actual revenue.

HB —Revenue.

LM —Right.

HB — Yes, but they still want us to list it in the... in the Municipal

Worksheet showing... showing them what the interest in there.

ER — But that' s what we' re saying, if it was listed with... as a

reserve, you know.

LM —So where is it on this sheet, municipal...

HB — It at the... where it says endorsements by fund in interest
revenue.

LM—Environmental Services?

HB —It would be Solid Waste CD Investment.

LM—I think I' m on the wrong page.

Several Commissioners talking at the same time and I can' t
understand anyone.

HB —That' s the interest.

ER—Yeah, that' s the interest so...

LM—Okay so that' s the interest.

ER— But that' s what we' re saying Helen, is why isn' t it up here on
this,  on non-budgeted reserve requirement,  where we have the

Capital Improvement Reserve,   Emergency Repair Reserve,

Wastewater, and listed in there as a reserve for...
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HB —Well, the reserves are actual money that we can touch and the
CD' s...

LM —You cannot.

HB —Right.

ER — Well you can touch them but you have to designate that you
don' t...

HB — The reserves are actually in the budget, where the CD' s
aren' t.

ER— Well we need to make sure it' s in the minutes or something or
somewhere we should show it as a reserve for the landfill closure.

LM — Just so that we know that that CD is reserved for the landfill
closure, eventual landfill closure.

HB —Yeah, I can make a notation on the sheets.

ER— Can you, yeah.

LM—Okay then back to Page 76, the Reserve Sheet, anybody have
any questions about that?

ER— No.

No discussion.

Form S- 4 — Sub- schedule of Revenue Bonds & Other Bonds or

Loans —no page number

ER— No.

JA — Yeah, I have a comment.  And I think it was Commissioner

Torres that when he first got elected or even maybe before he got
elected, he asked me about... about...

ER— Refinancing.

JA—Refinancing...  The pool interest it says, variable.

LM—Right.

JA — And if you look at the amount of interest being paid is huge,
and that' s something that I want to... I want to look at this year...

LM—Okay.

JA—And see if we can do something with that, get it refinanced.

ER —And although that' s listed as Swimming Pool, that bond issue
covered a number of other things besides just the swimming pool.
In fact that covered the relocation of the tennis courts, and we
rebuilt the... we built the new tennis courts here, and fixed the old

one, and then some work out there at the playgrounds, we got

equipment and stuff like that, so it wasn' t just the swimming pool
there was a bunch of recreation things that were taken care of.

FT — I think we did the golf course, that fencing and bought golf
carts.
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LM—But that' s a good idea look at refinancing it to get the interest
rate down.

LM—Okay, then the next one.

HB —The next one' s just a recap of 0809.

LM — Okay.  Any questions on the Municipal Worksheet that we
just talked about?

ER— No.

LM — No.   Then we come to the Preliminary Transfer Sheet.
Questions?

No discussion.

This section of the minutes are verbatim transcripts for the

Preliminary Budget 2007- 2008.

LM—That' s pretty much it, isn' t it?

JA—Right.

LM—That' s just payroll stuff, individual payroll stuff.

JA — What we don' t... what we can' t finish up is those items that
we kind of set aside and said we' ll think about those later and see

what we' ll do.  And I don' t know how you want to handle those,

they' re on that recap sheet I handed out, but that' s... that doesn' t

include whatever we set aside today.

JS — You want us to prioritize those, if you have extra money.

JA — Well, probably the best thing to do would be to... to have

Helen redo the budget with everything that' s been... that' s been

decided, and then at that point you can... you can look at this list

and say, we really don' t have any more money to spend, and so
these things will have to wait, or we have a few more... you know,

maybe we can spend another ten thousand so lets see which ones

you want to... you want to do.

JR — The good thing about that is we' re also... we' ve got twelve

percent that we' re required to keep in reserve.   If we find out

exactly what we' ve got left and then whatever we' ve got left over
that, that' s money that we can use for this particular section.

JA—Yeah.

JR— And that' ll give us an idea of what we can do.

JS — Okay.

JA — And we can do that at your next... probably at your next

commission meeting, just another item on the agenda.

LM—Okay, that' s fine with me, and then if there' s a way... yeah if

there' s a way to list the available... if there is any money available
and then we can look at putting that, those items in priority order
based on recommendation from staff.
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JR — There is one item I thought about at noontime.   The Solid

Waste a year ago, two years ago they requested a storage building.

JA— Yeah and I talked to....

JR— And we kind of got off of it, and I didn' t see it anywhere, and
I couldn' t find it at noontime.

JA — I talked to Frank about it and the... the director out there and
he said he really didn' t... after thinking about it and talking to the
cardboard people, they didn' t mind picking up wet stuff, if it got
wet, and it didn' t bother them.  And so we both said well gee that' s
great, because if it get wet it weights more.  So decided we didn' t
need that cover.

LM—Okay, so any other questions on the budget, comments?

There were no comments for the Commission.
LM — Okay if you' ll just prepare those changes that we discussed
today and then get the figures to us at the next meeting then we can
approve the preliminary then.

HB —When is the next meeting?

LM—It is... it would be June 12a'.

HB —The preliminary has to be in by June 0

ER— June 1
sc

HB —At DFA.

LM — Oh cool then that won' t work.  We' ll we can approve the

preliminary budget; we can' t approve it today because we' re in a
Workshop.

JR— Yeah, we can still approve the preliminary budget...

LM—We can still approve the preliminary budget with the changes
that were presented today.

JA—Yeah.

LM — Give us a hard copy for the June
12th

meeting then, how' s
that.

JA—Do we need a resolution?

HB —Yes.

JA— So we will have to have a meeting.

JR— We will have to have a special meeting.

JA— Special meeting.

JR— Before it goes out.

LM—Well that' s next Friday, and I' m gone all next week so.

ER— And I' ll be gone Thursday and Friday of next week.
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LM— I' m here tomorrow.

JA— To early for a meeting.

LM—You can still have a quorum.

JA — So next Wednesday sounds like the best because Evelyn will
still be here on Wednesday.

JS — What time?

LM—Your call you' re the pro.

JS — What' s convenient for everybody?

HB —The earlier the better because I have to overnight it to DFA.

JS — How about 8: 00 then, 8: 00 am here on May
30tH

LM — So do we need a motion or anything for today, or no, just
save everything for the resolution, okay?

HB — It' s going to look a little bit different then the preliminary that
I gave you, because they have deleted one of... two of the columns,

the ones where is says, forecast fiscal year 09, they have eliminated
that with DFA so I' ve already fixed the new sheets.

LM—Okay that' s fine.

ER— That' s fine.

ADJOURNMENT:   There being no further business to come before the Commission the
meeting was adjourned.

APPROVAL:   PASSED AND APPROVED this L% day o
2007, on motion duly emad Commissioner

seconded by Commissioner and carried.

i

LORI S. MONTGOMERY,    AYOR

ATTEST:

MARY B. PE NER, CITY CLERK
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